At the workshop we aim to show that the best motivation for learning is to challenge student ' 
Planned structure:
In a short introduction we will give an outline of the workshop aims. That is to present and experience the challenge and beauty of understanding, which can nicely be done by observing our reasoning through intuitive geometric communication.
Within a general discussion with participants initiated by some smart questions and tricks, we will observe our curiosity, comprehension and our concepts of proofs.
In the main part of the workshop, we will present, discuss and work on several nice (mainly geometric or geometrically presented) problems. Within those we will address several cognitive aspects that precede the need and concept of proof. All of the problems will be very easy to formulate. Some of the problems will be formulated without words by the use of technology (via visual geometric observations). Participants will be challenged to formulate problems 'formally' and to explore several 'upgrades of understanding'. With some, participants will get hands on physical experience. Proof will be introduced as cognitive solution and conclusion to 'provocative uncertainty'. In most cases, we will argue (and show) that for a proof to be 'an emotional experience' (that is to come as a solution to experienced problem), it is very important how the problem is introduced.
In 'sum it up' conclusion we will comment and provoke participants feed-backs. Discussion will be guided by questions, some challenging and provoking understanding of the previously discussed content.
In a short final conclusion also internet access to interactive dynamic presentations/visualisations will be presented to participants.
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